For the problem of processing top-N queries, the threshold algorithm (TA) is an important method in many scenarios. The model of top-N queries with TA has three characteristics: (1) the ranking function is monotone, (2) the query point is fixed, and (3) TA scans the sorted index lists unidirectionally. In many database applications, however, there are opportunities for evaluating top-N queries with arbitrary query points and generic (not necessarily monotone) ranking functions. In this paper, we propose an approach for evaluating top-N queries in n-dimensional normed spaces. Given a query point Q = (q 1 , , q n ) in the real vector space n and a generic norm distance d as ranking function, our method employs the norm equivalence theorem in Functional Analysis so that the candidate tuples of top-N query Q with d can be obtained using the Maximum distance d . This method projects each q i on its corresponding axis and constructs an interval centered at q i , and then enlarges each interval bidirectionally until the ndimensional hyperrectangle contains enough candidate tuples so that the top-N tuples are retrieved according to the given norm distance d. Extensive experiments are conducted to measure the performance of our approach for both low-dimensional and high-dimensional data.
INTRODUCTION
A top-N (also ranking, ranked, top-K or top-k) query against a relation is to find a sorted set of N (e.g., N = 1, 20, or 100) tuples that best, but not necessarily completely, satisfy the query condition. Top-N queries have been studied extensively since late 1990s [7, 11, 12] , which are useful in many fields such as data mining, search engine, decision support system, multimedia database, information retrieval, Web database and so on. The threshold algorithm (TA) introduced by Fagin et al. [14] is an important method in many scenarios. For a relation R with schema R(A 1 , A 2 , , A n ), we call (max(A 1 ), max(A 2 ), , max(A n ))
Max-point, and we call (min(A 1 ), min(A 2 ), , min(A n )) Min-point. Then, the model of top-N queries with TA can be generalized as follows [14] .
Assume that R [0, 1] against R is to find N tuples t 1 , t 2 , , t N that have the highest values of f(t) for all t R. Denoting x = (x 1 , x 2 , , x n ) and y = (y 1 , y 2 , , y n ), a function f(x) is monotonically increasing (or decreasing) if and only if f(x) f(y) (or f(x) f(y)) whenever x i y i for every 1 i n [14] . |q i t i | is not F-monotone for Q = (q 1 , q 2 , , q n ) and t = (t 1 , t 2 , , t n ) in [0, 1] n if Q is neither Maxpoint nor Min-point.
TA is a simple but very powerful algorithm with O(n|R|) space and instance optimality [14] , where |R| indicates the number of tuples in the relation R (i.e., the size of R). There are many variations of TA for different applications [20] . In general, the techniques of processing top-N queries are dependent on the properties of ranking functions. The F-monotonicity of ranking functions plays a central role in TA-like algorithms. Most proposed techniques take into account F-monotone ranking functions, and few proposals deal with general functions as using nonmonotone ranking functions in top-N queries is a challenge [20] .
In many applications, there are opportunities for evaluating top-N queries with arbitrary query points, and the ranking function is not F-monotone, as demonstrated by the following example [39, 41] .
Example 1. Consider a database system of used cars with schema Usedcars(id#, make, model, year, price, mileage), the top-50 query Q with (price = $5000, mileage = 6000) and the ranking function being the Manhattan distance between a query point and a tuple t. The query point Q = (5000, 6000) is not likely to be either Max-point or Min-point, when min(price) < 5000 < max(price) and min(mileage) < 6000 < max(mileage).
As shown above, the ranking function in Example 1 is not F-monotone when a query point is neither
Max-point nor Min-point, thus, TA is not applicable for processing this query as described in [38] .
The query model in Example 1 looks like the model of Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) (or K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN) Query) in the n-dimensional l p spaces. NNS in the metric spaces, typically in Euclidean spaces, has been an important issue in Computational Geometry and has attracted much attention due to its applications in a wide range of domains [21, 36] . Generally, NNS involves sophisticated hierarchical data structures and methods, and it has been solved optimally in low dimensions (usually less than 10) [35, 36] . For instance, if points lie on a 2-dimensional plane, the nearest neighbor can be found with O(log|R|) time per query, using only O(|R|) of storage space [17, 36] . Due to the dimensionality curse , however, it is one of the most challenging open problems to perform exact NNS in high dimensions [36] . Thus, many methods are proposed to efficiently process NNS only for the approximate cases [17, 21, 33] . For applications that need to support nearest neighbor queries efficiently and exactly, it is crucial to find good data structures and design efficient algorithms that scale well with the database size and with the dimension [21] .
From the database perspective, in this paper, we design algorithms inspired by the methods in [14] to evaluate the models of exact top-N queries as shown in Example 1. Our query models will be different from the models of NNS in metric spaces that require nothing else than the object distance function [34] .
In general, the various complex index structures and access methods for NNS are not currently supported by many traditional relational database management systems [5] . Besides distance (or ranking) functions, however, our query models are b and , which demand that the algorithms should be database-friendly, efficient and practical [6, 13, 14, 20] . For this purpose, we abstract a relation R in a database system to a finite dataset in a real n-dimensional normed space n , and then we develop a new approach using the principle of Functional Analysis to transform a generic norm distance to the Maximum distance. Thus, our processing techniques of top-N queries are independent of the ranking functions in n-dimensional normed spaces, and as a result, the ranking functions are not the key factors in designing the algorithms. The contributions of this paper are summarized below:
We analyze the query model in a real n-dimensional normed space where: (1) the ranking function is the distance induced by an arbitrarily given norm, which is not necessarily F-monotone, and (2) the query point is an arbitrary point (i.e., a real vector). TA-like methods are not suitable for this query model. We propose database-friendly algorithms to answer the top-N queries of this model with the following three cases of data access methods: (1) both sorted and random accesses, (2) restricting sorted access, and (3) no random access [6, 14, 20] .
For real n-dimensional spaces with generic norms, we present three algorithms GTA, GTAz and GNRA for the above three cases of data access methods, respectively.
For x-monotonic norm distances (say, p-norm distances) in real n-dimensional normed spaces, we provide three algorithms mTA, mTAz and mNRA for the above three cases of data access methods, respectively.
For both low-dimensional (2, 3, and 4) and high-dimensional (25, 50 , and 104) data, we conduct extensive experiments that demonstrate the good performance of our proposed algorithms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review some related work. In Section 3, we introduce some notions, the query model and the main idea of our approach. Section 4 proposes the algorithms that process top-N queries. Section 5 discusses the buffer size and optimality of our algorithms, and compares the algorithms that are instance optimal in the TA family against optimal algorithms of NNS. In Section 6, we present the experimental results. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
Numerous research works on the efficient evaluation of top-N queries have been proposed. A survey of relational top-N query processing can be found in [20] , which classified the processing techniques into three categories based on the type of ranking functions, including (1) F-monotone function, (2) generic function, and (3) no ranking function (say, the skyline technique [4] ). Here, we only review some of the related works involving F-monotone or generic ranking functions.
Monotone Ranking Functions
Most of the current techniques for processing top-N queries are based on F-monotone ranking functions (including linear functions) since they are applicable to many practical applications and have appealing properties making for handling top-N queries efficiently [20] , for instance, the threshold algorithm (TA) [14] and its family (say, [1, 15, 19, etc.] ).
Nepal and Ramakrishna [28] and Güntzer et al. [15] proposed their own algorithms independently that are equivalent to TA for processing queries over multimedia databases. The algorithms in [6, 37] are introduced in the context of Web-accessible sources. Using index structures, [19] proposed the MPro algorithm that ensures every probe performed is necessary for evaluating the top-N tuples. Tracking the 1] presented techniques BPA and BPA2 to optimize the TA algorithm; the execution cost of BPA can be (n-1) times lower than that of TA, and that of BPA2 can be about (n-1) times lower than that of BPA for n sorted lists. [27] proposed the algorithm LARA to optimize the NRA algorithm in [14] by employing a lattice to reduce the computational cost of NRA; thus, LARA can access fewer objects and be orders of magnitude faster than NRA. Building a table R to maintain the sorted access order in the lists such that the score computation of an object using sorted lists can be reduced by R , the STA method in [23] outperforms a few state-ofthe-art TA-like algorithms by 1-2 order of magnitude. [18] proposed a layer-ordering method, PL-Index, by using the convex skyline and partitioning-merging technique. Top-N queries involving joins have also been studied (e.g., [25, 16, 29] ). The RankSQL in [25] discusses the order of binary rank joins at queryplanning time. Han et al. [16] presented the TJJE algorithm which is suitable for handling massive data by using pre-computed information. [29] introduced a model for determining the expected depths depth thres and depth result by employing Bloom filters to group the sorted lists into buckets.
Obviously, our query models are different from those of the TA family since the ranking functions in our models are not necessarily F-monotone.
Nonmonotone Ranking Functions
Efficient processing of top-N queries using nonmonotone ranking functions is a challenging task [20] .
Few methods address general functions, since they cannot benefit from special properties of F-monotone functions that facilitate early termination [20] .
The foundation of the methods in [38] and [40] is to create recursively a space of joint states by exploiting existing B-tree and R-tree indices, i.e., for each joint state S, its child states are the Cartesian products of child nodes of every index node in S. The search algorithm OPT* proposed in [40] supports nonmonotone ranking functions by modeling top-N query as an N-constrained optimization problem. Xin et al. [38] extended TA to ad hoc ranking functions with lower-bounded; they sorted the joint state space by f(S) that is the lower bound of the function f( ) over a joint state S, and presented the methods BL, PE and PE+SIG. [31] introduced the model of SD-Query involving a kind of non-monotonic scoring function, which is a mixture of similarity on attractive dimensions and distance on repulsive dimensions, i.e., the difference of two weighted Manhattan distances. SD-Index methods in [31] develop index structures based on the isolines of the scoring functions.
The algorithms in [38, 40] extend TA to support ad hoc ranking functions that are not F-monotone; however, they are not suitable to arbitrary query points, since the form of their ranking functions is f(t) with one variable (i.e., tuple t). Furthermore, for high dimensions (say, larger than 12), the performance of the algorithms rapidly decreases because of R-tree index or the joint state space [2] . In contrast, the form of our ranking functions is d(Q, t) with two variables (query point Q and tuple t). Based on isoline, the methods in [31] are the special techniques for particular ranking functions; however, our methods can be used for a wider range of ranking functions.
Based on space partitioning and data partitioning techniques, there are many sophisticated data structures and methods for nearest neighbor search (NNS) in high dimensional spaces [33] . For example, locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [17, 21] and iDistance [22] are two state-of-the-art methods. For approximate NNS, LSH is efficient and scalable due to its probabilistic nature, and Multi-Probe LSH is proposed in [26] to reduce the space cost of LSH by probing more data. For exact NNS, iDistance indexes all points by their distances to the reference point in each partition and it works well for clustered datasets of dimensions as high as 30; however, iDistance will incur expensive query costs for higher dimensional datasets (say, 32). Inspired by iDistance, the SIMP technique proposed in [35] consists of an index structure and a two-step pruning method in high (between 32 and 256) dimensional Euclidean space, which is significantly higher than the dimensions that can be handled by iDistance. SIMP computes multiple 2-dimensional projections of the high dimensional data by using polar grids of multiple viewpoints chosen randomly from the dataset in order to reduce query cost, while incurring higher space cost than iDistance [35] . The methods with sophisticated data structures (e.g., various complex trees) are fixed to distance functions that are available to the system in advance; however, they do not support adaptable distance functions [34] . Based on X-tree, [34] presented a multi-step algorithm for processing deterministic KNN queries (i.e., the answer contains at least K objects, and all objects that have the same distance as the Kth ranked objects are returned); the key idea of the multi-step algorithm is its first step that gets the optimal value of a filter distance function by evaluating some selected objects in the dataset.
In this paper, we design algorithms with a simple data structure (i.e., a dynamic array, or a B + -tree) from the database perspective.
Moving one of two pointers (one up and the other down) is a useful mechanism when searching a database, and there are various Tools or Controls/Widgets with up-down or previous-next pointers for developing database applications. By maintaining and using two pointers for each sorted list, [8] and [13] proposed the methods to process approximate nearest neighbors in the Hamming spaces [8] and in the Euclidean spaces [13] , respectively. Using the geometric lemma (Lemma 2.1) in [24] and m = -2 log(|R|) attributes selected randomly from n attributes of R, [13] proposed three database-friendly algorithms MEDRANK, OMEDRANK and L2TA. Using the method of no , the algorithm MEDRANK [13] is derived from the two algorithms FA [12, 14] and NRA [14] , and OMEDRANK is a variation of MEDRANK. Differing from the NRA [14] , the MEDRANK and OMEDRANK do not employ any threshold values; they obtain an approximate nearest neighbor that is the seen element with the largest frequency f c satisfying f c > MINFREQ m for the parameter MINFREQ between 0.5 and 0.9. In the spirit of the TA [14] , the algorithm L2TA in [13] uses threshold values via both sorted and random accesses. [13] did not discuss the method of restricting sorted accesses, which is important in Webaccessible databases [6] . Fagin at el. showed that the algorithm MEDRANK is instance optimal in [13] , where they ignored the cost of locating the query. Similar to the NRA and TA [14] , for m sorted lists, the execution cost (or called middleware cost in [14] ) of MEDRANK is between O(m) and O(m|R|), whereas the location cost of a query Q is O(mlog|R|) by binary search, and will be a significant factor in the search time for processing Q when the execution cost of Q is O(m). Unlike exact NNS, approximate NNS does not suffer from the dimensionality curse so it is easier to process [3] . In our work, we evaluate exact top-N queries (or exact nearest neighbors) in n-dimensional normed spaces. Using the fundamental principle of Functional Analysis and threshold values, our database-friendly algorithms will also employ the mechanism with up-down pointers. We will introduce that involves the location cost of a query, and will define two algorisms GTAz and mTAz that use the method of restricting sorted accesses.
The query model in [5, 9, 41] is most related to the model in this paper. In [5, 9, 41] , the ranking functions are p-norm distances for p = 1, 2, and , and the queries may be arbitrary points in the real vector space n . Given a top-N query, the basic idea of the strategies in [5, 9, 41] is to find a small ndimensional square centered at the query point with side length 2r such that all of the top N tuples but very few undesired ones are contained in the n-dimensional square, and then the strategies are used to map the top-N query over a relational database into a traditional range selection query. The key of techniques in [5, 9, 41] is how to estimate the search distance r, i.e., half of the side length 2r. The main weakness of the methods in [5, 9, 41] is that an incorrect estimation of the search distance r may lead to the number of retrieved tuples to be either less than or much larger than N.
The histogram-based approaches in [5] deal with exact top-N queries and guarantee the retrieval of all top-N tuples, but they are not suitable for high-dimensional datasets, since their performance deteriorates rapidly when the number of dimensions of the data exceeds 3 [5, 9] . In contrast, the sampling-based methods in [9] for approximate top-N queries do not suffer from the suitable for high-dimensional data, but they do not guarantee the retrieval of exact top-N tuples (for 2 to 104 dimensional data, the target recall is set to 90% and 95% in the experiments [9] ). The learning-based method in [41] for exact top-N queries guarantees the retrieval of all top-N tuples for high-dimensional datasets.
We would like to point out that the methods in [5, 9, 41] are different from our algorithms; in fact, they
are not the members of the TA family, but of the Filter-Restart category [20] . The SELECT-FROM-WHERE SQL statements are the component parts of the methods in [5, 9, 41] ; however, no such SQL statements are used in the TA-like algorithms.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we first present the preliminaries, and then introduce the query model and the main idea of our approach.
Preliminaries
In this subsection, we present normed spaces, related terminologies and some basic properties (e.g., theorems) that are known in the literature of Functional Analysis (say, [10] ). They are included here (some are re-worded) in order to keep the discussion self-contained. A linear space X together with a norm || || is called a normed linear space, a normed vector space, or simply a normed space, denoted by (X, || ||) or X for short.
Let (X, || ||) be a normed space. The norm || || can induce a distance on X: d(x, y) = ||x y|| for arbitrary x, y X. In the following discussion, we assume that a distance d(x, y) on a linear space X can be induced by a norm || ||, and then we do not distinguish between d(x, y) and ||x y||. , where A is a symmetric positive definite matrix, x = (x 1 , x 2 , , x n ) n is a row vector, and x T denotes its transpose. In particular, p-norm (or l p -norm) || || p plays an important role on
and Maximum distance d (x, y) respectively, which are useful in many applications [5, 9, 39, 41] .
One of the important basic properties of || || p is that it is monotone decreasing in terms of p, and is
Theorem 3.2. ||x|| ||x|| q ||x|| p ||x|| 1 , for any 1 < p < q < , and arbitrary fixed vector x n .
Moreover, ||x|| p n Theoretically speaking, we can obtain candidate tuples for a top-N query by transforming a distance ||x y|| into the Maximum distance ||x y|| . Moreover, the following concept will be used in our algorithms.
A norm || || on If a query point Q = (q 1 , , q n ) is neither Max-point nor Min-point as defined in Section 1, the F- 
In mathematics, the monotonicity (i.e., F-monotonicity in this paper) of a ranking function f( ) in TAlike model involves the component-wise inequality, which is an expression of the form: x y if and only if x i y i , i = 1,2, , n. We will extend TA-like model to the model with |x i | |y i |, i =1, , n, using xmonotonic norms (say, || || = a|| || 2 + b|| || for a, b > 0 and p-norms are x-monotonic, but not Fmonotonic). Without loss of generality, we only consider n in the following discussion. Equivalently, a sorted set Y = t 1 , t 2 , , t N R is one of the answers to (Q, N) according to d( , ) if and
The Model of Top-N Queries
Obviously, the result set of (Q, N) is non-deterministic when more than N tuples satisfy the above condition.
In general, the schema of the relation R is R(tid, A 1 , , A n ) with n attributes (A 1 , , A n ) corresponding to n = 1 n where the ith axis i = for every i, each tuple in R is associated with a tid (tuple identifier), and R is stored as a base table in a relational database system. We do not distinguish between R(tid, A 1 , , A n ) and R(A 1 , , A n ) if there is no need to refer to tid. 
Proof. First, (3.2) follows from (3.1) in Theorem 3. Next, by (3.2), the second part of Theorem 3.4 holds.
By Theorem 3.4, we also have
and then we have ; when the square is enlarged again and again, the circle will be enlarged and will contain more and more tuples. When there are at least N tuples in the circle, we rank these tuples according to d 2 ( , ), then output the top-N tuples.
ALGORITHMS
Motivated by the spirit of the algorithms in the TA family, simplicity is p , we design algorithms that are also simple and powerful in the case of no wild guesses [14 under sorted access before it can be probed using random access. For the three cases of data access methods: (1) both sorted and random access, (2) restricting sorted access, and (3) no random access [14, 20] , we first discuss general norms on n and give three algorithms GTA, GTAz and GNRA respectively, and then define algorithms mTA, mTAz and mNRA respectively in n with x-monotonic norms. In the names of our algorithms, prefix G indicates General norm , prefix m means (x-)monotonic norm ;
while TA stands for the Threshold Algorithm, NRA means no random a , and suffix z indicates Each entry of L i is of the form (tid, a), where a = t[A i ] is the value of t with tid under attribute A i (i.e., the coordinate of t on the ith axis i ). We use a ij = L i .a j to indicate L i s jth attribute-value.
Let {L 1 , , L n } be the set of n sorted lists of the relation R n . We say that an algorithm A locates Q = (q 1 , , q n ) on R if A can locate Q over {L 1 , , L n }, that is, can find a ij and a ij+1 in L i such that a ij q i a ij+1 for i = 1, , n.
We consider two modes of access to data, sorted access and random access. The meaning of in our paper is the same as in [14] , i.e., the value of a tuple ing the tid. in [14] is to obtain the attribute value of a tuple in one of the sorted lists by
Here, we define the direction(s) of s in this paper as follows.
Suppose that the query Q=(q 1 , , q n ) has been located on R, say, we have determined the position of q i in L i with a ij q i a ij+1 for every i by a B + -tree or binary search.
access is from max(A i ) to min(A i ). For the two cases, sorted access has the same meaning as in [14] . If 
We consider two types of costs, location cost and execution cost, for our algorithms.
Location cost is the cost incurred by locating Q = (q 1 , , q n ) on R. For example, it is O(nlog|R|) for n sorted lists L 1 , , L n by binary search.
Execution cost (called middleware cost in [14] ) is the sum of sorted access cost and random access cost.
Let c s be the cost of a sorted access, and c r be the cost of a random access. If an algorithm does s sorted accesses and r random accesses to find the top-N tuples, then its execution cost is s c s + r c r , for some positive constants c s and c r .
General Norms
Let ( n , || ||) be a normed space, and || || be a general norm. Recall that d(x, y) = ||x y|| is the distance function induced by || ||, and we do not distinguish between d(x, y) and ||x y||.
GTA for both sorted and random accesses
The basic idea of GTA is as follows: Firstly, we locate a query Q. Secondly, in order to get the candidate tuples of Q, we construct the smallest nonempty n-square B(Q, r, d ) with the Max-Min-Radius r maxmin , by computing the maximum value of all the minimum distances between the coordinates of tuples and/or Q on each of the n axes respectively. Thirdly, for each sorted list L i , we do sorted access and then do random access to the other lists to determine candidate tuples in B(Q, r, d ). Finally, if B(Q, r, d ) contains at least N candidate tuples with distances less than or equal to the threshold distance r, then we obtain top-N tuples by Theorem 3.5; else we enlarge the B(Q, r, d ) with r maxmin to find more candidate tuples. We provide the algorithm GTA below in a style similar to that in [14] .
Algorithm GTA // for General norm || ||, Threshold Algorithm Input: If (q i r a ij and j is not exhausted) then do sorted access to find a ij with decreasing j by 1 until (a ij < q i r or j is exhausted);
If (a ik q i + r and k is not exhausted) then do sorted access to find a ik with increasing k by 1 until (q i + r < a ik or k is exhausted);
As a tuple t is seen under sorted access in list L i , do random access to the other lists to find the attribute value t i of tuple t in every list. If q i r t i q i + r for every i, then compute distance The following theorem shows the correctness of the above algorithm GTA. Proof. Let Y be as in
Step (4) Figure 3 . We use GTA to handle the top-3 query Q = (q 1 , q 2 ) = (7, 6) in
First, locating Q = (7, 6) in L 1 and L 2 , we have j 1 = 4 and k 1 = 5 for L 1 ; j 2 = 6 and k 2 = 7 for L 2 , which are indicated by the four black arrows as shown in Figure 3(b) , and then r =1; r = 1 since = 1 from Theorem 3.3.
In Round 1: for r =1 and r = 1, we have seen {t1} {t11, t3, t4} {t7, t8, t1} {t9} respectively by starting from { j 1 = 4; k 1 = 5; j 2 = 6; k 2 = 7;} and moving with { j 1 --; k 1 ++; j 2 --; k 2 ++;}, and the stop positions of j 1 , k 1 , j 2 and k 2 are pointed by the four red arrows in Figure 3 (b). In this process, when {j 1 --} makes L 1 .j = j 1 = 3, we neither see L 1 .tid = t9 nor do random access to it since L 1 .A 1 = 3 < q 1 r = 6, as a result, we have seen {t1} with {j 1 = 4} and {j 1 --}; the others are similar and thus omitted. From all seen tuples, hence, we have obtained Y = {(t1; 2)} where (t1; 2) means d 1 (Q, t1) = 2 (that is, t1 is in the smallest square as shown in Figure 3(a) ). Thus, count = 0 < N = 3 since no Manhattan distance in Y is less than or equal to r = 1; that is, there is no tuple in the smallest diamond as shown in Figure 3 (a). Then we compute and obtain r = 3 and r = 3. In Round 2: for r = 3 and r = 3, we have seen {} {t8, t6, t10} {t12, t10} {t2, t3} by starting from { j 1 = 3; k 1 = 8; j 2 = 3 ; k 2 = 8;} and moving with { j 1 --; k 1 ++; j 2 --; k 2 ++;} respectively, where {}
means empty set, and we have obtained Y = {(t1; 2), (t8; 3), (t3; 4)}, t10 Y due to d 1 (Q,t10) > d 1 (Q,t3).
In this process, the starting points of j 1 , k 1 , j 2 and k 2 are their stop positions in Round 1, respectively. Now, the stop positions of j 1 , k 1 , j 2 and k 2 are pointed by the four blue arrows in Figure 3(b) . We have count = 2 < N = 3 since there are two Manhattan distances in Y that are not larger than r = 3; that is, the second largest diamond contains two tuples t1 and t8 as shown in Figure 3 (a). Then we compute and obtain r = 4
and r = 4.
In Round 3: for r = 4 and r = 4 we have seen {t9} {} {} {t6} by starting from { j 1 = 3; k 1 = 11; j 2 = 1 ; k 2 = 10;} and moving with {j 1 --; k 1 ++; j 2 --; k 2 ++;} respectively, and we have obtained Y = {(t1;
2), (t8; 3), (t3; 4)}, which is the same as that in Round 2. Now, all three Manhattan distances in Y r = 4; count = 3 = N; then the process is terminated. The top-3 tuples t1, t8 and t3 are found in the largest diamond. In this Round, we omit the arrows pointing the stop positions in Figure 3 
GTAz for restricting sorted access
We discuss a situation where it is not possible to access certain parts of the lists under sorted access. In this situation, top-N processing techniques assume the availability of at least one sorted access source.
Let Z be a nonempty proper subset of {1, 2, , n}, i.e., the set of indices i of those lists L i that can be accessed under sorted access. Then at least one of the lists can be accessed under sorted access. Assume that Z={i 1 , i 2 , , i m }, and 1 m = |Z| < n. Without loss of generality, we assume that Z = {1, 2, , m}, 1 m < n. Define GTAz to be the following natural modification of GTA, which handles the restriction on sorted access.
Let the number n of the For-loop For each (L i ,) i=1 to n in the steps (1) and (2) of algorithm GTA be replaced by the number m, then we obtain GTAz. Obviously, GTAz will be GTA if m = n. Proof. It follows the proof of Theorem 4.1 by a small change.
GNRA for no random access
Now, we discuss the situations where random accesses are impossible, and modify GTA to obtain our algorithm GNRA that does no random accesses. In contrast to NRA [14] that finds the top-N tuples without their grades, GNRA can get the top-N tuples with their distances to query Q. We present GNRA as follows.
Algorithm GNRA // for General norm || ||, the algorithm for No Random Access If (q i r a ij and j is not exhausted) then do sorted access to find a ij with decreasing j by 1 until (a ij < q i r or j is exhausted);
If all attribute values of tuple t = (t 1 , t 2 , , t n ) have been seen, then compute distance d(t, Q). Proof. Let Y be as in
Step (4) 
x-Monotonic Norms
Let ( n , || ||) be a normed space with an x-monotonic norm || ||. Now, we present the algorithms mTA, mTAz and mNRA.
mTA for both sorted and random accesses
Finding the smaller one of the two distances between the coordinates on each of the n axes respectively, 
mTAz for restricting sorted access
Without loss of generality, let Z = {1, 2, , m}, 1 m < n (see Section 4.1.2). We define mTAz to be the following natural modification of mTA.
Let the number n of the For-loop For each (L i ,) i=1 to n in the steps (1) and (2) , then halt. Else goto (2) . /* Note: Q = (q 1 , , q m , q m+1 , , q n ), the last (n m) coordinates q m+1 , , q n of the threshold point p are the same as those of the query point Q */ Then we obtain mTAz, which will become mTA if m = n.
mNRA for no random access
The algorithm mNRA uses the same strategy of doing sorted accesses as that of mTA (i.e., sees one tuple per round for each sorted list), and maintains two threshold points p and p to compute respectively a lower bound and an upper bound of distances as the threshold values for determining candidate tuples.
The algorithm mNRA is shown below: One of the main differences between our G-algorithms (GTA, GTAz, and GNRA) and our malgorithms (mTA, mTAz, and mNRA) is that m-algorithms do sorted access to each of the lists in lockstep as the algorithms TA, TAz, and NRA [14] by a rate of movement of one tuple per round, whereas G-algorithms in batches with variable sizes, not a constant size as shown in Example 2. For n lists, each m-algorithm sees at most n distinct tuples per round; nevertheless, G-algorithms may see at most |R| distinct tuples per round. The following example demonstrates the movements of mTA. Example 3. To illustrate our algorithm mTA, consider the same situation as in Example 2, we use mTA to evaluate the top-3 query Q = (7, 6). As shown in Figure 5 , the numbers with , , , and indicate the movement orders of the pointers ( j 1 , k 1 , j 2 , and k 2 ) with decreasing j 1 by 1 ( j 1 --), increasing k 1 by 1 (k 1 ++), decreasing j 2 by 1 ( j 2 --), and increasing k 2 by 1 (k 2 ++), where j 1 , k 1 , j 2 , and k 2 are the same as in Example 2. The algorithm mTA does sorted access to each of the n sorted lists in lockstep. That is, for each list L i , mTA first determines the direction of access, next sees only one tuple in L i , and does the random access(es) and internal computations for the seen tuple; then mTA performs for list L i+1 until i = n.
To deal with the top-3 query Q, mTA needs five rounds corresponding to the numbers , , .
Comparing with Example 2, the number of sorted accesses in running mTA is at most that in running GTA, and the execution cost for mTA is always no more than that of GTA in the case of x-monotonic norms.
In order to show that mTA, mTAz, and mNRA are correct, we will convert them into the algorithms TA, TAz, and NRA [14] respectively, as the following Theorem 4.5 shows. For an x-monotonic function f( ) described in Section 3.1, given a query Q = (q 1 , , q n ) n , our malgorithms mTA, mTAz and mNRA hold true. When we define a scoring function s(Q, t) = f(Q t) for a tuple t n , from the proof of Theorem 4.5, mTA, mTAz and mNRA will become TA, TAz and NTA [14] , respectively, for Min-point Q 0 = Q Q = (0, , 0) and the scoring function s(Q, t).
Due to the cost of obtaining n sorted lists S i (i = 1, , n), however, our m-algorithms mTA, mTAz and mNRA cannot be substituted by the approach in the proof of Theorem 4.5 with the algorithms TA, TAz and NTA [14] , respectively. For example, the cost of the approach in the proof of Theorem 4.5 with TA will be larger than that of the naïve algorithm [14] for n 2 and |R| 8. Thus, the approach in the proof of Theorem 4.5 is only employed to prove the correctness of our algorithms mTA, mTAz and mNRA, but it is not a viable method to handle top-N queries.
BUFFER SIZE AND OPTIMALITY
In this section, we discuss the buffer size and optimality of our algorithms, and compare the time costs of TA-like algorithms with that of the algorithms of nearest neighbor search.
Buffer Size
From [14] , TA and TAz require bounded buffers, but NRA may require unbounded buffers. Similarly, we have Theorem 5.1.
Theorem 5.1. Algorithms GTA, GTAz, mTA, and mTAz require only bounded buffers; the buffer size for each of them is independent of the size of the database.
Proof. By the definitions of the four algorithms, in addition to a little bit of bookkeeping, all that the algorithms must contain are the current top-N tuples and their distances, and pointers to the one or two last tuples seen in doing sorted access to each list.
Unlike the algorithms in Theorem 5.1, which need small constant-size buffer, GNRA and mNRA may require unbounded buffers for a lot of bookkeeping at each step to maintain the update for every tuple seen so far. In fact, the buffer size for GNRA or mNRA may be O(n|R|) in the worst case.
Optimality
Fagin et al. [14 their algorithms TA, TAz and NRA are instance optimal. Instance optimality corresponds to optimality in every instance, as opposed to just the worst case or the average case. As an example, binary search is guaranteed to require no more than logM probes for a sorted list with M data items in the worst case, but it is not instance optimal [14] . Obviously, our algorithms are not instance optimal, since they use a B + -tree or binary search to locate query point in each sorted list. By the definition of the execution cost of an algorithm in Section 4, usually, the cost of binary search is smaller than the execution cost of a top-N algorithm. To locate a real number q in a sorted list with 2 30 items, say, binary search requires no more than 30 = log( 2 30 ) probes; however, to find the top-100 items of the q (i.e., 100 nearest items) needs at least 100 sorted accesses after q is located. If we consider only the execution costs of our algorithms and disregard their location costs (defined in Section 4)
in [14] . Note that the instance optimality in [14] involves only execution costs (i.e., the sum of the sorted access cost and the random access cost, see Section 4) and ignores other costs (say, the costs of computing and comparing the values of a ranking function). We define s i = |q i t i | for every t = (t 1 t n ) R, and call s i the score of t in terms of Q for the ith attribute A i , 1 i n. Let s = (s 1 , ..., s n ). By x-monotonicity of || ||, the aggregation function f(s) = ||s|| is F- We define a new algorithm mTA that is a variation of mTA. The mTA uses the sequential scan to locate Q in the step (1) of mTA, and finds the top-N tuples of Q by using the other steps (2), (3) and (4) cost sum (A) + , may not be true in general; for the sake of this fact we introduce pseudo instance optimal involving the location cost of a query.
From Theorem 5.2, our algorithms mTA, mTAz and mNRA are instance optimal if we ignore their location costs. Note that the instance optimality involves only execution costs, thus, it is similar to the situation of the algorithm NRA in [14] that our mNRA may need a lot of other costs (e.g., internal computation cost) for processing a top-N query (see our experimental results in Section 6). Figure 6 . GTA, GTAz and GNRA are not pseudo instance optimal over a relation.
Obviously, our algorithms GTA, GTAz and GNRA are not pseudo instance optimal, since they do sorted access to each of the sorted lists in batches with variable sizes related to the step-length r maxmin , and there may be many (even all) entries in each closed interval constructed by the step-length. With both sorted and random accesses, for example, Figure 6 (a) illustrates a relation R 2 , R = {t1(1, 1), t2(3, 3)} {t(t 1 , t 2 ): 1< t 1 <3, t 2 <1 or t 2 > 3}, for top-2 query Q = (2, 2) with || || , GTA does |R| sorted accesses to L 1 ; however, mTAz or GTAz will do 2 sorted accesses to L 2 when Z = {2} and 2 random accesses to L 1 .
That is, cost(GTA) = O(|R|), but cost(mTAz) = cost(GTAz) =O (1) 
Comparison with Optimal Algorithms of NNS
As described in Sections 1 and 2, Nearest Neighbor Search (NNS) has been solved optimally in low dimensions (usually less than 10) [35, 36] . Considering points of a dataset R 2 , the nearest neighbor can be found with O(log|R|) query time and O(|R|) storage space [17, 36] , for example, by using persistent search trees [32, 36] . The models of NNS (or KNN query) in metric spaces require no restriction other than the object distance function, and the methods with sophisticated data structures (e.g., various complex trees) are fixed to distance functions that are available to the system in advance [34] .
Based on sorted and/or random accesses, the algorithms with no wild guesses in the TA family are employed to process top-N queries in many scenarios from the database perspective. For instance, [6] discussed an application in Web-accessible databases where a user wants to search information about restaurants; the Zagat-Review website gives the Rating attribute of restaurants (sorted access and random access), the NYT-Review website provides the Price attribute (random access), and the Address attribute is handled by the MapQuest website (random access). Our algorithms in this paper are the new members in the TA family; therefore, it is sufficient to compare the cost of TA [14] with that of optimal algorithms of NNS.
Obviously, the storage space of TA is also O(|R|) on a 2-dimensional plane; however, the time cost of TA cannot be guaranteed to be O(log|R|) because of no wild guesses. As an example shown in Figure 7 , a relation R with two attributes A 1 and A 2 has 2m+1 tuples, and there are two lists L 1 and L 2 which are sorted in descending order by A 1 -value and A 2 -value, respectively. For the tuple with tid = t m+1 , its A 1 value and A 2 value are both m+1.5; for a tuple with tid= t k (k m+1), its A 1 value is (2m+2) k in L 1 and its A 2 value is k in L 2 . The top-1 answer is the tuple with tid = t m+1 by TA with the ranking function f(t) = In fact, TA is instance optimal [14] , and so it is very powerful generally. As an example, for a tuple t 0 ; this way may cause non-deterministic result. For processing deterministic NNS or KNN query as defined in [34] , however, the algorithms will return all tuples that have the same distance as the first or Kth ranked tuples; obviously, the result set is unique and deterministic, but there may be more than 1 or K tuples returned. From the viewpoint of database, hence, the algorithms of the TA family with no wild guesses are different from that of NNS, and so are their time costs.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we report our experimental results. In Section 6.1, we describe the datasets and measures used in our experiments. In Section 6.2, we report the elapsed time needed to obtain the top-N tuples from the respective dataset for a query. In Section 6.3, we report the number of sorted accesses to the sorted lists by running our algorithms with different datasets and distance functions. In Section 6.4, we study the effect of different result size N on the performance of our approach. Finally, in Section 6.5, we compare our algorithms GTA and mTA against the some exist methods.
Data Sets and Preparations
As mentioned in Section 2, the query model in [5, 9, 41] is most related to our model with mTA. To facilitate comparison, the eight datasets we used include data of both low-dimensionality (2, 3, and 4 dimensions) and high-dimensionality (25, 50, and 104 dimensions) in [41] . For low-dimensional datasets, both synthetic and real datasets in [5] ] for highdimensional datasets. We report results based on the following default setting: (1) each dataset uses a workload with 1000 queries that are the tuples randomly selected from respective dataset; (2) we use the three distance functions [5, 9, 41] (see Section 3.1): Manhattan distance, Euclidean distance and Maximum distance; (3) N = 100 (i.e., retrieve top 100 tuples for each query) for low-dimensional datasets [5, 9, 41] ; N = 20 for high-dimensional datasets [9, 41] . When a different setting is used, it will be explicitly specified.
For each dataset, the following measures are used in our experiments:
The elapsed time (millisecond, ms) used to obtain the top-N tuples: The time needed to find the top-N tuples from the respective dataset for a query. We will present the average time for all queries in the workload with respect to the dataset.
The number of sorted accesses: The average number of sorted accesses for all queries in the workload.
From Section 6.2 to 6.4, the experiments are carried out using Microsoft's VC++6.0 on a PC with Windows XP, Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10 GHz 3.09GHz, and 2.98GB memory. In Section 6.5, we compare our algorithms with existing techniques. We assume that all sorted lists are in main memory, and sorted access cost equals random access cost, i.e., c s = c r . Thus, we only report the number of sorted accesses, since GTA, GTAz, mTA and mTAz will do n-1 random accesses for each sorted access, and no random access is performed for GNRA and mNRA. For GTAz and mTAz, Z = {1}, i.e., there is only one sorted list L 1 for the first attribute A 1 of each dataset.
The Elapsed Time
For the eight datasets, six algorithms and three ranking functions, Figure 8 illustrates the average elapsed time for 1000 queries in each workload. We can see that Figure 8 (a), (b) and (c) have almost the same trend. All six algorithms are efficient for 2-and 3-dimensional datasets; mTA and mTAz are more efficient than the others for the eight datasets since they are pseudo instance optimal. Larger execution costs (i.e., the sorted and random access costs) will lead to larger elapsed times; comparing with Figure 9 , the algorithms GTA, GNRA and mNRA have the larger number of sorted accesses in Figure 9 for datasets Cover4D, Lsi25D, Lsi50D and Lsi104D, thus, having larger elapsed times.
Moreover, the elapsed time contains internal computation costs, and is related to the inherent property of each algorithm; thus, the elapsed times are different, especially for high-dimensional datasets. For example, comparing Figure 8 with Figure 9 , it can be seen that GTAz has larger times in Figure 8 As shown in Section 5.2, mNRA is pseudo instance optimal involving only execution costs. Being similar to GTAz, mNRA contains more internal computation costs than GNRA, thus the elapsed time of mNRA is larger than that of GNRA for datasets Lsi25D, Lsi50D and Lsi104D, though they have almost the same number of sorted accesses in Figure 9 .
6.3. The Number of Sorted Accesses Figure 9 illustrates the average number of sorted accesses for each workload. Comparing Figure 9 with Figure 8 , we can see that the number of sorted accesses has a direct and proportional impact on the elapsed time in Figure 8 for evaluation of top-N tuples in majority of cases except for the algorithms GTAz and mNRA with high-dimensional datasets. The reasons for the exceptions are the data distributions of datasets and the inherent properties of the two algorithms as explained in Section 6.2. Consequently, the trends in Figures 8 and 9 illustrate that ranking functions are not the key factors in designing our algorithms.
Effect of Different Result Size N
In this subsection, we discuss the effect of N on the performance of our algorithms. As an example, we only report the average number of sorted accesses for our representative algorithms GTA and mTA with We define that the ratio of the two rates as: ratio(N 1 , N 2 ) = Rate(san(N 1 ), san(N 2 ))/Rate(N 1 , N 2 ), which is used to measure the increasing ratio of the number of sorted accesses. is that GTA enlarges the n-square to find the candidates of top-N tuples, and then it sees a lot of tuples before halting its execution. Thus, when GTA obtains the top-N tuples for a query, there is a high probability that the top-(N+1) tuple of the query has already been included in the n-square. For mTA, the reason is that mTA sees tuples in each sorted list in lockstep and mTA is pseudo instance optimal. 
Performance Comparison
In this subsection, firstly, we compare our algorithms GTA and mTA against the some exist methods reported in [5, 9, 41] since the query model in [5, 9, 41] is most related to that with mTA as described in Section 2.
Zhu et al. [41] compared learning-based (LB) method against histogram-based method in [5] and sampling-based technique in [9] , and the experimental results in [41] demonstrated that LB is highly competitive with the histogram-based and sampling-based techniques for both low-dimensional and highdimensional data. Therefore, it is sufficient to compare our algorithms with LB method and Optimum method (OPT) in [5, 41] .
In order to compare our algorithms against the methods reported in [41] , we use the same setting as that in [41] : Microsoft's VC++6.0 and Windows XP on a PC of a Pentium 4 CPU with 2.8GHz and 768MB memory. A workload has 100 queries, the Maximum distance for low-dimensional datasets, and the Euclidean distance for high-dimensional datasets. Table 1 lists the average elapsed time of the queries in the workload for five kinds of techniques with both sorted and random accesses, i.e., GTA and mTA in this paper, while Optimum (OPT), Learningbased (LB) and sequential scan (SCAN) techniques reported in [41] . As a baseline, OPT [5, 41] is the theoretical best technique that uses the smallest n-square containing the actual top-N tuples for a given query and it cannot be implemented in practice by the strategies in [5, 9, 41] , where the smallest n-square dataset, respectively.
From Figure 8 (b) with Euclidean distance, all of the query elapsed times of our mTA and mTAz algorithms are between 13ms and 77ms for top-100 or top-20 queries; thus, mTA and mTAz are highly competitive with the above five existing methods of NNS in [35] although different experimental environments and application scenarios are involved.
CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the query models with arbitrary query points and generic (not necessarily F-monotone)
ranking functions in n-dimensional normed spaces, and then proposed an approach for evaluating top-N queries. Based on the three cases of data access methods, we presented three algorithms GTA, GTAz and GNRA for generic norm distances, and three algorithms mTA, mTAz and mNRA for x-monotonic norm distances, respectively. We showed that GTA, GTAz, mTA, and mTAz require only bounded buffers, whereas GNRA and mNRA may require unbounded buffers. In addition, we showed that mTA, mTAz and mNRA are pseudo instance optimal, but GTA, GTAz and GNRA are not. We carried out extensive experiments to measure the performance of our approach using a variety of datasets of different dimensions (including 2, 3, 4; 25, 50, and 104 dimensions). The results demonstrated that GTA outperforms SCAN [41] significantly, and mTA is highly competitive with OPT, the ideal technique in [5, 41] ; moreover, mTA based on x-monotonic norms is able to handle a wider range of functions than the methods with p-norms [5, 9, 41] . Furthermore, ranking functions are not the key factors in designing our algorithms.
Many variations of the three algorithms TA, TAz and NRA [14] have been proposed for several applications as mentioned in Section 2.1. The algorithms proposed in this paper are motivated by TA, TAz and NRA [14] . In the future, we plan to further optimize our algorithms, especially the algorithms GTAz and mNRA with high-dimensional datasets.
